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Abstract—During the last years, the significant increase6
in the number of patients in need of rehabilitation has gen-7
erated an unsustainable economic impact on healthcare8
systems, implying a reduction in therapeutic supervision9
and support for each patient. To address this problem,10
this paper proposes a telerehabilitation system based on11
serious games and in-cloud data analytics services, in ac-12
cordance with Industry 4.0 design principles regarding mod-13
ularity, service orientation, decentralization, virtualization,14
and real-time capability. The system, specialized for post-15
stroke patients, comprises components for real-time acqui-16
sition of patient’s motor data and a decision support service17
for their analysis. Raw data, reports, and recommendations18
are made available on the cloud to clinical operators to re-19
motely assess rehabilitation outcomes and dynamically im-20
prove therapies. Furthermore, the results of a pilot study21
on the clinical impact deriving from the adoption of the22
proposed solution, and of a qualitative analysis about its23
acceptance, are presented and discussed.

Q1
24

Index Terms—Data analytics, decision support systems25
(DSS), neuromotor rehabilitation, serious games, telereha-26
bilitation.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

THE significant increase in the number of patients in need29

of rehabilitation has generated an unsustainable economic30
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impact on healthcare systems, implying a reduction in the 31

amount of therapeutic supervision and support for each patient. 32

This is particularly true for poststroke patients [1]. Stroke afflicts 33

about two million people every year in Europe and is the lead- 34

ing cause of serious, long-term adult disability worldwide [2]. It 35

affects brain activity leading to deficits in motor and cognitive 36

functions, at least for a certain time, thus, negatively impacting 37

on the patient’s ability to perform daily activities. Inpatient reha- 38

bilitation programs guided by therapists are the primary means 39

to address and improve impaired motor and cognitive function- 40

ing caused by a stroke [3]. However, poststroke patients do not 41

completely recover their original functional level for different 42

reasons, e.g., stroke severity, lack of motivation to perform reha- 43

bilitative exercises, or insufficient, and/or nonoptimal training in 44

the initial weeks following the stroke. Unfortunately, only a lim- 45

ited number of individuals with residual deficits in functioning 46

receive outpatient rehabilitation due to inadequate health service 47

funding [4]. This is extremely disappointing since, in the opin- 48

ion of many therapists, the number of inpatient rehabilitation 49

exercises is generally insufficient and the lack of regularity of 50

outpatient rehabilitation exercises prevents improvements from 51

being completely effective [5]. 52

In the last few years, telerehabilitation systems have been 53

proposed as a very promising solution to support and motivate 54

poststroke patients in the performance of rehabilitation exer- 55

cises at their own home, with only limited, or even without, 56

human supervision. In addition, systematic reviews and clinical 57

trial data have shown that serious games can be used to im- 58

prove motor rehabilitation in poststroke patients for a range of 59

functional deficits [6], while increasing patient engagement [7]. 60

Nonetheless, some factors currently limit the adoption of game- 61

based stroke rehabilitation in real scenarios [8], [9], including 62

the following: 63

1) expensiveness, invasiveness, and nonportability into the 64

home setting; 65

2) impossibility of customizing the therapy for the specific 66

patient; 67

3) excessive complexity and therefore unsuitability to be 68

used by nontechnical therapists and lack of attractiveness 69

for the patients; 70

4) lack of automatic, adaptive methods in requesting prompt 71

intervention of therapists, in order to limit frustration and 72

abandonment and increase motivation and engagement. 73
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This paper proposes, as main contribution, a poststroke tel-74

erehabilitation system based on serious games and in-cloud data75

analytics services. The system exhibits its novelty in the way that76

it provides an extensive set of features addressing all the above77

mentioned limitations and devised in accordance with some of78

the design principles, namely, modularity, service orientation,79

decentralization, virtualization, and real-time capability, identi-80

fied in [10] with reference to the Industry 4.0, and still valid for81

the health scenario here considered. In detail, the proposed sys-82

tem integrates a set of neuromotor and neurocognitive serious83

games, based on low-cost and uncumbersome sensing devices,84

able to adapt to different stroke-related functional impairments85

(modularity), in order to collect data and enhance the patient’s86

engagement. Moreover, it integrates decision support facilities,87

arranged as cloud services that can be delivered and reached88

anywhere, anyhow and at any time (service orientation), able89

to approximate medical expertise and human-like reasoning ca-90

pabilities, in order to remotely analyze the collected data and91

support therapists in refining patients’ daily exercises (decen-92

tralization). The whole system is able to operate in near real time93

(real-time capability), allowing for delivery of a patient-centric94

model of care, where therapists are not obliged to be physically95

present at the patient’s home, but they are automatically aided in96

providing personalized indications or feedbacks about patient’s97

therapy exercises in a virtualized manner (virtualization).98

II. RELATED WORK99

In this section, different rehabilitation systems and frame-100

works have been analyzed and compared to the proposed system101

according to a set of requirements, which were identified by the102

doctors and therapists involved in the pilot study as needed for103

use in real scenarios:104

1) customizable therapy;105

2) patient engagement;106

3) expensiveness, invasiveness and nonportability;107

4) reduced human supervision;108

5) automated exercise monitoring and analysis;109

6) extendibility of the serious game environment.110

For each requirement, the original contribution of the111

proposed system has been described by highlighting the112

main differences with the other approaches.113

The first requirement is the capability of offering a function-114

ality for the customizing of the therapy for specific patients115

and specific rehabilitation targets. While the works [11]–[13]116

completely support this requirement for therapy customization,117

others, namely [14]–[19], [19]–[24] offer only limited and par-118

tial mechanisms to tailor the exercises for individual patients. In119

this respect, the proposed system provides the therapists, with120

little to no programming skills, with a user-friendly interface121

that allows the definition of exercises tailored to the needs of122

specific patients.123

Second, the therapists emphasized the need to enhance the pa-124

tients’ engagement through gaming. In fact, scientific evidence125

suggests that when a patient focuses on the game rather than126

her/his impairment, the exercise becomes more enjoyable and127

is more likely to be maintained over the many sessions needed128

to induce a gain in motor functioning [25]. This aspect proves 129

to be almost totally supported in all the works examined. The 130

proposed system, in addition to enhancing the patient’s engage- 131

ment through gaming, further involves the patients by focusing 132

on rewarding cognitive exercises while simultaneously enhanc- 133

ing motor functions. This choice is justified by the fact that 134

studies in literature have shown that presenting the patient with 135

a motivating and distracting cognitive challenge can facilitate 136

the engagement with the serious game [26], by reducing the 137

possibility of any abandonment of the therapy due to depression 138

and frustration generated by the stroke trauma and the extended 139

period of recovery. 140

The need of space and cost minimization was also highlighted 141

and considered worthy of analysis. Some of the works are based 142

on uncumbersome and low cost devices that can be easily used 143

in home settings [22]–[24], whereas all the others require more 144

complex set-ups. In this respect, the proposed system is based 145

on low cost and on the shelf devices easily transportable and 146

installable into the home, providing an expedient and practical 147

mode of ongoing care. 148

Furthermore, the therapists requested the possibility for the 149

patient to perform the rehabilitation program independently, 150

so requiring a less direct involvement from the medical staff. 151

While the works [12], [13], [15]–[17], [20], [22], [24] respect 152

this requirement, others, namely, [11], [18], [21], offer only 153

a limited set of functionalities to minimize the involvement 154

of the therapist in patient’s daily rehabilitation. The proposed 155

solution offers to the patient the possibility of performing, on a 156

regular basis, rehabilitation programs independently and quietly 157

at home in a family context, without the need for the continuous 158

presence of therapists. Indeed, the amount of feedback given 159

by the system on the execution of the rehabilitation exercises 160

allows for less direct involvement from the therapists and a 161

greater awareness on the part of the patient. 162

Another important requirement highlighted by the therapists 163

is the capability of an automatic monitoring of the exercises as- 164

signed to the patients in order to, on the one hand, draw up and 165

complete a daily report about the state of the therapy and, on 166

the other, to automatically analyze and correlate the collected 167

results. In this respect, while some works [11], [12], [20] offer 168

both a monitoring and automatic analysis of patient progress 169

and performance, some others [13], [19], [21]–[23], instead, 170

provide only the monitoring functionality. The works [16], [17] 171

are mainly focused on the evaluation of patient performance 172

only. Compared to relevant literature, the proposed system is 173

able to automatically monitor the patient’s exercises, also pro- 174

viding the therapist with a complete and detailed daily report, so 175

improving knowledge on the patient’s rehabilitation progress. In 176

more detail, it is able to analyze and correlate the results of each 177

daily exercise session, quantitatively and qualitatively reason on 178

them by encoding medical expertise and, finally, notifying the 179

therapists about any encouraging or poor motor, cognitive or 180

psychological improvements obtained by the patients. Depend- 181

ing on these outcomes, it can suggest to the therapists some 182

adjustments to the daily therapy program for the patients in or- 183

der to avoid their frustration and abandonment, in the case of 184
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Fig. 1. High-level system architecture.

poor results, or to reinforce their engagement and awareness, in185

the case of encouraging improvements.186

Finally, a further requirement arises with respect to the need187

to support an easy extension of available serious games, in order188

to make the device itself a more appealing solution for therapists189

and patients. However, none of the considered works provides190

seamless integration mechanisms to access the suite of serious191

games on offer while, in the proposed solution, new serious192

games can be easily added to the suite if they are developed in193

a manner consistent with the interface proposed by the system.194

III. SMART TELEREHABILITATION SYSTEM195

A. System Architecture196

As shown in Fig. 1, the system is organized in different com-197

ponents. Due to real-time constraints, the components interact-198

ing with depth sensors, namely, the adaptive game handler,199

the motion tracker and the session handler, and all the serious200

games, are deployed locally. The other components, namely,201

the tailoring tool and the Decision support system (DSS), are202

available as web services hosted on a private cloud to be ac-203

cessed remotely by therapists and medical experts. The choice204

of a private cloud is due to the need of keeping a direct con-205

trol over where sensitive data resides and who can access them.206

Thus, all the data are safely memorized in storage repositories of207

the private cloud, enabling efficient retrieval, updates and quick208

transfers as and when required, in accordance with the proper209

authorization rights.210

Each serious game exposes a common interface, which in-211

cludes, as input, level of difficulty, pointing and selection features212

and, as output, total score and execution time.213

The adaptive game handler is in charge of decoupling the se-214

rious games from the motion tracker, which tracks the patient’s215

movements by using the Microsoft Kinect v2 sensor. It can map216

from one to three user movements to the serious game logic,217

by connecting the received tracking data to the serious game218

pointing and selection actions. Thanks to this component, new219

serious games can be easily connected to the system if they con-220

form to the common interface. All the session data produced by221

both the motion tracker and the serious games will be sent and222

handled by the session handler, which is in charge of storing 223

them into the session results repository. 224

The tailoring tool is the primary point of access for the ther- 225

apist, where she/he can specify the patient summary and the 226

rehabilitation goals. These latter are expressed as a list of ob- 227

jectives for each motor district, characterized by the anatomical 228

problem of interest (e.g., left shoulder abduction or right leg 229

flexion), the initial range of motion (ROM) the subject is able 230

to perform, and the target ROM the therapist desires to reach. 231

All this information is stored in the patient summaries and 232

treatments repository. Moreover, this component is used by the 233

therapist to visualize the daily report of the patient’s activities 234

and the suggestions for improvements in the customization of 235

the therapy. This information is automatically generated by the 236

DSS, by employing knowledge-based models contained in a lo- 237

cal store named the DSS model, and successively memorized in 238

the report and suggestions repository. 239

The tailoring tool and the DSS are developed and deployed 240

as three-tier Software as a Service web applications that make 241

use of Apache at the web server tier, Tomcat at the application 242

tier with MySQL as the database server. They are both wrapped 243

into a set of service components according to the web service 244

resource framework standards and deployed on a private Infras- 245

tructure as a Service cloud built by using OpenNebula. 246

Further details on the adaptive game handler and on the DSS 247

are provided in the following sections. 248

B. Adaptive Game Handler 249

The adaptive game handler accesses the patient treatment as 250

recorded by the therapist. Such an initial configuration should 251

contain, for each serious game included in the patient therapy, 252

the following information: 253

1) at least one but no more than two physical exercises to 254

perform (abductions, extensions, etc.) with the indication 255

of the involved motor district to track; 256

2) for each motor district, the ROM in which the patient 257

should exercise; 258

3) for each serious game, the selection technique (wait-to- 259

click, with an indication of the trigger time, or grabbing); 260

4) for each serious game, its level of difficulty. 261

By using such configuration data, the component can filter the 262

patient’s joint data provided by the motion tracker, computing 263

the angles only on those motor districts selected by the therapist. 264

Pointing can be performed by using either two items of input 265

data (e.g., (x, y)) or a single one (e.g., p, defining the position 266

of the pointer in a fixed path that covers all the game objects). 267

All the pointing data are normalized in [0, 1] by using the ROM 268

configuration set by the therapist. They are further smoothed 269

by means of a velocity-based filter [27]. Motion data outside 270

the active interval are pruned before being sent to the serious 271

game. However, they will be sent to the session handler to enable 272

further analyses. For the selection task, two different interaction 273

techniques can be used: wait-to-click, in which the patient has 274

to maintain the pointer over the selected object for an amount 275

of time, defined by the therapist, to confirm the selection; and 276

grabbing, which requires the patient to close her/his hand in a 277

fist to confirm the selection. The selection values are 0 or 1. 278
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Relevant data are sent to the session handler. Such data include279

the following:280

1) the maximum axis-angles performed by the patient in the281

assigned exercises;282

2) the minimum axis-angles performed by the patient in the283

assigned exercises;284

3) the game score;285

4) the execution time.286

C. Decision Support Service287

This service is in charge of automatically integrating, an-288

alyzing, and correlating, for each patient, the results of each289

daily exercise session with information pertaining her/his pro-290

file and treatment plan, reasoning on them by approximating291

medical expertise and human-like reasoning capabilities, and fi-292

nally, generating a complete and rich daily report, where motor293

improvements are highlighted and some possible adjustments294

to the daily patients’ treatment are suggested.295

From a more technical perspective, the DSS essentially relies296

on hybrid production rules built on the top of ontological and297

fuzzy primitives and on the inference engine proposed in [28]298

to reason on them in order to obtain transparent, qualitative and299

interpretable insights, and suggestions. Each rule is expressed300

in the form “if premises then decision option,” where a single301

condition corresponds to a datum collected during the patient’s302

exercise or extracted from her/his summary or treatment plan,303

whereas a decision option is an indication about hopeful or304

unsatisfactory treatment results or a suggestion about some pos-305

sible treatment adjustments.306

In detail, on the one hand, ontologies have been used to rep-307

resent both the information handled by the telerehabilitation308

system and the medical knowledge possessed by the profes-309

sionals involved in the rehabilitation process. This whole set310

of information and knowledge has been elicited and modeled,311

with the cooperation of engineers, doctors, and therapists, in312

terms of concepts, properties, and relationships by exploiting a313

shared vocabulary, so as to grant fundamental characteristics of314

being formal, semantically well-defined and interpretable. All315

this domain knowledge has been coded in the form <subject,316

predicate, object>, according to the N-triples syntax [29]. The317

main concepts of the ontology are shown in Fig. 2.318

Fuzzy logic, on the other hand, has been adopted to model319

qualitative knowledge in the form of fuzzy variables assuming,320

as values, linguistic terms, such as low, medium, and high. These321

linguistic terms have been elicited and modeled, also in this case322

with the cooperation of engineers, doctors, and therapists, in the323

form of smooth sets of values, with a membership degree de-324

fined in a continuous range of truthvalues between 0 and 1. Such325

a way, medical knowledge owned by doctors and therapists has326

been represented more realistically, since it abounds of graded327

and qualitative formulations in place of precise thresholds repre-328

senting oversimplifications of the reality. All the hybrid produc-329

tion rules have been encoded by using ontological concepts and330

properties to express quantitative information as well as fuzzy331

variables and linguistic terms to represent qualitative informa-332

tion. In particular, three different sets of hybrid production rules333

Fig. 2. Ontology model for describing the domain of interest.

have been arranged, which take into account data produced by 334

the single game, collected daily within a session or collected 335

during different consecutive sessions. 336

The first set of rules operates at game level in order to evalu- 337

ate the results achieved in performing a single game assigned to 338

the patient. Essentially, they allow identifying potential anoma- 339

lies pertaining the game execution and, also, suggesting to the 340

therapist changes in the game configuration for increasing the 341

effectiveness of the game itself. In detail, they combine some 342

precise information, i.e., the flags indicating the game has been 343

started or completed (Game.started and Game.completed), with 344

other vague ones, i.e., the motor gain (MotorGain), encoded 345

as fuzzy variables assuming linguistic terms as values, ranging 346

from very low to very high. Each of these linguistic terms has 347

been modeled with fuzzy sets assuming trapezoid shapes. An 348

as example of fuzzy variable, the motor gain (MotorGain), cal- 349

culated as fuzzified value of the ratio between the measured 350

ROMs (ROM.interactionROMx and ROM.interactionROMy), 351

and their expected target values given by the therapists (Mo- 352

torGoal.targetROMx and MotorGoal.targetROMy), is reported 353

in Fig. 3. 354

Similarly, also cognitive gains are calculated as fuzzified val- 355

ues of the ratios between the number of moves or the amount of 356

time employed to finish the game (Game.move and Game.time) 357

and the maximum number of moves and amount of time 358

given by the therapists to finish the game (GameConfiguration. 359
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Fig. 3. MotorGain fuzzy variable and its terms defined on the basis of
the ratio between the measured ROMs and their expected target values.

maxMoves and GameConfiguration.maxTime). A rule example360

operating at game level but on both precise and fuzzy informa-361

tion is the following:362

if363

p ∈ Patient AND364

mg ∈ MotorGoal AND p.goal = mg AND365

t ∈ Treatment AND p.treatment = t AND366

s ∈ Session AND t.session = s AND367

g ∈ Game AND s.game = g AND368

g.completed = true AND369

MotorGainisV eryLow370

then371

d ∈ DSSResult AND g.decision = d AND372

d.type = game AND373

d.severity = red AND374

d.description=“The motor gain in the <mg.exercise>375

on <mg.discrict> is very low” AND376

d.suggestion = “The target ROM should be reduced since377

the patient was not able to operate with effective results”378

The second set of rules integrates different results regarding379

the motor functioning produced by all the games performed380

during the day and produces a summary, by taking into account381

the number of indications generated by each game and their382

severities, with the final aim of reducing the number of false383

positives and avoiding useless suggestions. For instance, if in384

the context of a single session made of more games, the patient385

has not produced the satisfying results from a motor perspective386

only in one of them, it is probably not a worrying condition since,387

in the remaining ones, the results are good and the exercises and388

the districts involved are the same for all the games. Thus, it is389

useless to alert the therapist with an indication characterized by390

a high severity, but it could be decreased to a lower grade.391

Finally, the last set of rules integrates the summarized results392

regarding the motor functioning that are produced in consecutive393

sessions in order to determine if encouraging or poor improve-394

ments can be classified as occasional or relevant.395

Both domain knowledge and hybrid production rules have396

been memorized into the DSS model repository.397

IV. PILOT STUDY ON CLINICAL IMPACT398

The effectiveness of the proposed solution was assessed by399

testing it with patients who had suffered from unilateral ischemic400

or hemorrhagic stroke, and were in the chronic phase, that is,401

Fig. 4. Information flow within the pilot study.

at a distance of more than 6 months from the acute event. All 402

the patients were monitored over a time interval of 6 weeks. 403

The patients were divided into two groups: the first carried out 404

a traditional, in-hospital rehabilitation program with a profes- 405

sional therapist; the second used the telerehabilitation solution 406

at home, under the general supervision of a specialist. Both the 407

groups performed the same number of rehabilitation sessions. 408

Fig. 4 depicts the main actors, the activities, and the main 409

components of the system involved in the telerehabilitation pro- 410

cess, also showing the information flow. The patient’s level of 411

impairments is evaluated by a doctor who performs the clinical 412

assessment of the patient. As a result of such an assessment 413

a report is produced, including information useful to the reha- 414

bilitation professionals to evaluate the patient’s ability, needs, 415

preferences, and expectations. Next, the therapist uses the in- 416

formation contained in the clinical assessment report to tailor 417

the telerehabilitation treatment by means of the tailoring tool. In 418

more detail, given the motor deficiencies of the specific patient, 419

the therapist defines, for each motor district of interest, the ROM 420

in which the patient should exercise during the game sessions. 421

Contextually, she/he modulates the level of difficulty of the seri- 422

ous games in order to trigger the individual’s motivational force 423

toward the achievement of the intended outcome. 424

When the patient has started an exercise by playing a serious 425

game, her/his movements are collected by the motion-tracking 426

sensor and become the input for the adaptive game handler, 427

which maps them with the game input dimensions. For instance, 428

the patient’s right arm abduction in the game is mapped to the 429

vertical movements of the pointer, while the left arm abduction 430

to the horizontal ones. During the exercise, the session handler 431

stores all the measures regarding movements, game score, and 432
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Fig. 5. Three serious games designed for the pilot study.

Fig. 6. Upper and lower limb neuromotor exercises.

execution time. The collected data are then used by the DSS433

to populate the daily digest and to produce inferences on the434

patient’s rehabilitation process. Every day, the digests and the435

suggestions are given to the therapist, who can modify the tel-436

erehabilitation program for each specific patient. The modified437

program is then proposed to the patient in the next rehabilitation438

session.439

Three well-known serious games were designed and imple-440

mented by using the unity development platform (see Fig. 5),441

namely memory, multiple features targets cancellation, Hanoi442

towers. Although the motion tracking component is able to443

track all the upper and lower limb neuromotorial exercises,444

in the study only the upper limb movements were considered445

(see Fig. 6).446

A. Participants447

Twenty subjects were recruited for the final protocol ap-448

proved by the ethical committee. They received an informa-449

tive brochure, with the system and the protocol described by450

trained personnel. The subjects who agreed to participate in the451

study were further examined and randomly assigned to a group452

(the control or telerehabilitation group). Informed consents were453

read and signed. Of the 20 participants recruited, 16 continued454

until the end of the trial, while 4 of them, 2 from each group,455

dropped out for reasons not linked to the experimentation.456

The participants were enrolled through the ANON. The in-457

clusion and exclusion criteria were defined as follows.458

Inclusion criteria includes the following:459

1) age ≥ 18 years;460

2) diagnosis of unilateral ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke461

diagnosis, proven by computed tomography or magnetic462

resonance imaging;463

3) stroke in chronic phase: distance from acute event more464

than 6 months;465

4) score between 2 and 6 in the Chedoke McMaster-rating466

scale [30] for the corresponding upper limb section;467

5) running time of the Nine Hole Peg Test (NHPT) > 25/2;468

6) ability to move at least one peg in 180 s during NHPT.469

Exclusion criteria includes the following:470

1) cognitive impairment or behavioral dysfunction that does 471

not allow an understanding of the planned activities and 472

the participation in the trial; 473

2) presence of comorbidities that could affect the overall 474

functioning of the subject; 475

3) refusal to sign the informed consent. 476

B. Results and Interpretation 477

A set of experiments was conducted employing a mixed- 478

design analysis of variance in which the between-subject factor 479

was the group (control or telerehabilitation). The rehabilitation 480

performance was measured in terms of upper limb rehabili- 481

tation, upper extremity proximal motor control and dexterity, 482

sensorimotor impairment, and spasticity. Cognitive measures 483

(e.g., MMSE or MoCa) were not considered in the study since 484

the time interval was not adequate to highlight a cognitive gain. 485

The system makes use of cognitive serious games to perform 486

neuromotor rehabilitation because they can increase the user 487

engagement in the rehabilitation treatment, somewhat hiding 488

the repetitive nature of a motor rehabilitation treatment. In more 489

detail, the performance was measured, before and after the treat- 490

ment, by using four metrics: the modified ashworth scale (MAS), 491

considering the shoulders, elbows and wrists; the box and block 492

test scale (BBT), considering the plegic side only; the Fren- 493

chay arm test (FAT); and, Fugl–Meyer assessment (FMA) [31], 494

as modified by Lidmark and Harmin in[32]. In particular, the 495

FMA assessment has already been proven to be reliable for the 496

chronic stroke population [33], [34]. 497

Our hypothesis was that there would not be a significant 498

difference compared to the results obtained with a traditional 499

rehabilitation approach, mainly because the telerehabilitation 500

system is able to motivate the patient and provide feedback and 501

suggestions to the therapist through the decision support service. 502

In fact, by suggesting adjustments to the proposed therapy in 503

terms of the level of difficulty and ROM, the system actively 504

supports the therapist in tailoring the program to the specific 505

patient, counterbalancing the lack of direct control of the patient. 506

The results (see Figs. 7 and 8) indicate that the between- 507

groups variable of group (control versus telerehabilitation) was 508

not statistically significant in all the four considered scales. The 509

analysis revealed a significant effect of the factor rehabilitation 510

(before versus after) across the subjects on the FAT scale and 511

on the FMA scale in terms of joint pain, passive joint range of 512

motion and on motor function, both considering the upper ex- 513

tremities, wrists and hands, and coordination/speed. The analy- 514

sis did not reveal, instead, a significant effect of rehabilitation 515

on the MAS scale, on the BBT scale, and on the FMA scale 516

concerning sensation (light touch and proprioception). 517

In more detail, with reference to the MAS scale, the analysis 518

did not reveal a significant main effect of the between-groups 519

variable of group both on shoulders, elbows, and wrists. A two- 520

way interaction involving group and rehabilitation was not sig- 521

nificant either. These findings suggest that the rehabilitation 522

results achieved are not statistically dependent on the type of 523

treatment (traditional versus telerehabilitation). Similar results 524

were found for both the BBT scale and the FMA scale, consid- 525
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Fig. 7. Box plot graphs. (a) MAS scores. (b) BBT scores. (c) FAT scores.

Fig. 8. Box plot graphs of FMA scores. (a) Joint pain. (b) Passive joint range of motion. (c) Sensation. (d) Motor function.
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ering joint pain, passive joint ROM, sensation (light touch and526

proprioception), and motor function (upper extremities, wrists,527

hands, and coordination/speed). Specifically for the FAT scale,528

the analysis revealed a significant two-way interaction between529

rehabilitation and group (F1,14 = 5.727, p < .05). Observing530

the estimated marginal means, the FAT score shows a signifi-531

cant difference between the two groups, achieving a better per-532

formance with the traditional rehabilitation procedure.533

The small sample size (16 subjects) of this pilot study limits534

the generalizability of the findings. A larger pilot study is neces-535

sary to assess the efficacy of the proposed adaptive, DSS-based536

home intervention in improving motor function in poststroke537

patients. Nonetheless, the experimental results are promising.538

Telerehabilitation achieved similar results, compared to the tra-539

ditional intervention, in all the considered metrics. In the anal-540

ysis, when a significant effect of the rehabilitation was found,541

particularly in the FMA scale in terms of joint pain, passive542

joint ROM, and motor function, the analysis did not reveal any543

significant difference between the rehabilitation methods.544

When considering the FAT scale, the rehabilitation pro-545

duced a significant effect but with a difference between the546

two considered interventions. In more detail, considerable547

improvements were achieved in both the control and the548

telerehabilitation groups , but they were more relevant when the549

traditional methods were used. To explain this specific result, it550

should be mentioned that the control group was characterized551

by a lower distance from the acute event compared with the552

telerehabilitation group. Since the control group exhibited553

a higher impairment on all the indicators, a more relevant554

improvement was expected. This consideration can be extended555

to all the metrics considered in the pilot study: given the556

composition of the two groups, the expectation of improvement557

was generally higher for the control group.558

V. USER EXPERIENCE559

In order to evaluate the user experience, a questionnaire based560

on the technology acceptance model (TAM) [35], extended to561

explore also enjoyment [36], aesthetics [37], control [38], and562

trust [39], was used. The TAM+ questionnaire so consisted of563

34 items, which were divided into 8 domains: enjoyment, aes-564

thetics, control, trust in technology, perceived usefulness, ease565

of use, intention to use, attitude. Cronbach’s alpha index was566

used to assess the reliability of the psychometric measurement567

scales [40], calculated for each domain, a score ≥ 0.70 indicat-568

ing reliability.569

As a first step, the reliability of the measurement scale was570

investigated using the Cronbach’s alpha. The results are sum-571

marized in Table I and show the reliability of each domain.572

The TAM+ results (see Fig. 9) are clearly shifted toward573

the positive side (above the line indicating a neutral score).574

Six items out of eight showed a mean score of 6 or more (the575

highest item was the one concerning a positive attitude toward576

the system, including the willingness to use it or recommend it577

to others). The pattern of scores among different items is quite578

homogeneous, and also the low variability supports a generally579

positive attitude of the participants, which can be classified as580

definitely positive.581

TABLE I
CRONBACH’S ALPHA OF THE CONSIDERED DOMAINS

Fig. 9. User experience scores.

The item that scored a lower impact with the users was 582

Control, although still above the neutral line. The analysis of 583

variance showed a statistically significant difference between 584

control and all the other domains (F7,49 = 10.078, p < .002), 585

revealing that, with respect to the other features of the system, 586

the participants had the perception of not completely managing 587

the flow of the exercises and the use of the interface. This was 588

probably due to the lack of any possibility to skip or repeat 589

specific exercises, and to the requirement to finish the entire 590

rehabilitation program established. Furthermore, the analysis 591

showed a difference between trust in technology and attitude 592

(p < .03, Bonferroni corrected). This finding highlights the im- 593

portance of such a telerehabilitation technology, but, at the same 594

time, this attitude is counterbalanced by a lesser confidence in 595

privacy and security issues. 596

VI. CONCLUSION 597

This paper presented a novel solution for the telerehabilitation 598

of poststroke patients. It uses serious games, motion-tracking 599

technology, and a knowledge-based decision support service to 600

provide patients, on the one hand, with an entertaining environ- 601

ment for treatment, on the other, with a complete solution for 602

the tailoring of the rehabilitation exercises to meet the needs of 603

the specific patients. 604

The innovation potential of the proposed solution can be de- 605

scribed at different levels, which are as follows: 606

1) at the technological level: the novelty of the integration 607

of a low cost motion sensor combined with customiz- 608

able serious games, totally decoupled from the system, 609

and with a decision support service, in the rehabilitation 610

sector; 611
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2) at the rehabilitation therapy level: a more effective, moti-612

vating, rewarding, and monitored therapy that is tailored613

to patients, together with a decision support service for614

therapists to personalize the rehabilitation exercises in615

accordance with the response of the patient;616

3) at the socio-economic level: a better quality of life for617

impaired patients and their families, and a decrease in618

the social costs of rehabilitation practices; and a better619

exploitation of the skills and time of the therapists, who620

are automatically supported in the patient monitoring,621

thus, implying an increased number of patients that they622

are able to assist remotely.623

The results of a pilot study on the clinical impact are promis-624

ing. The telerehabilitation achieved similar results when com-625

pared to the traditional intervention, by considering four metrics626

widely used within the rehabilitation community. Moreover, a627

user study carried out with the patients enrolled in the pilot study628

showed a general acceptance of the proposed technology.629

From a clinical perspective, our future work will focus on car-630

rying out a larger pilot study, in which first, both cognitive and631

motor progress can be monitored over a longer time interval;632

second, the adjustments to the original plan made by a therapist633

can be compared and assessed with respect to those suggested by634

the decision support service; and lastly, the motivation and en-635

gagement of the patients using the system can be estimated and636

compared with those achieved by adopting traditional methods.637

Moreover, from an IT perspective, the migration of the proposed638

solution toward a hybrid cloud model will be evaluated in or-639

der to have the security and access of onpremises data centers640

and, contextually, benefit from the flexibility, reduced costs, and641

scalability of public clouds.642
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5

Abstract—During the last years, the significant increase6
in the number of patients in need of rehabilitation has gen-7
erated an unsustainable economic impact on healthcare8
systems, implying a reduction in therapeutic supervision9
and support for each patient. To address this problem,10
this paper proposes a telerehabilitation system based on11
serious games and in-cloud data analytics services, in ac-12
cordance with Industry 4.0 design principles regarding mod-13
ularity, service orientation, decentralization, virtualization,14
and real-time capability. The system, specialized for post-15
stroke patients, comprises components for real-time acqui-16
sition of patient’s motor data and a decision support service17
for their analysis. Raw data, reports, and recommendations18
are made available on the cloud to clinical operators to re-19
motely assess rehabilitation outcomes and dynamically im-20
prove therapies. Furthermore, the results of a pilot study21
on the clinical impact deriving from the adoption of the22
proposed solution, and of a qualitative analysis about its23
acceptance, are presented and discussed.

Q1
24

Index Terms—Data analytics, decision support systems25
(DSS), neuromotor rehabilitation, serious games, telereha-26
bilitation.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

THE significant increase in the number of patients in need29

of rehabilitation has generated an unsustainable economic30
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impact on healthcare systems, implying a reduction in the 31

amount of therapeutic supervision and support for each patient. 32

This is particularly true for poststroke patients [1]. Stroke afflicts 33

about two million people every year in Europe and is the lead- 34

ing cause of serious, long-term adult disability worldwide [2]. It 35

affects brain activity leading to deficits in motor and cognitive 36

functions, at least for a certain time, thus, negatively impacting 37

on the patient’s ability to perform daily activities. Inpatient reha- 38

bilitation programs guided by therapists are the primary means 39

to address and improve impaired motor and cognitive function- 40

ing caused by a stroke [3]. However, poststroke patients do not 41

completely recover their original functional level for different 42

reasons, e.g., stroke severity, lack of motivation to perform reha- 43

bilitative exercises, or insufficient, and/or nonoptimal training in 44

the initial weeks following the stroke. Unfortunately, only a lim- 45

ited number of individuals with residual deficits in functioning 46

receive outpatient rehabilitation due to inadequate health service 47

funding [4]. This is extremely disappointing since, in the opin- 48

ion of many therapists, the number of inpatient rehabilitation 49

exercises is generally insufficient and the lack of regularity of 50

outpatient rehabilitation exercises prevents improvements from 51

being completely effective [5]. 52

In the last few years, telerehabilitation systems have been 53

proposed as a very promising solution to support and motivate 54

poststroke patients in the performance of rehabilitation exer- 55

cises at their own home, with only limited, or even without, 56

human supervision. In addition, systematic reviews and clinical 57

trial data have shown that serious games can be used to im- 58

prove motor rehabilitation in poststroke patients for a range of 59

functional deficits [6], while increasing patient engagement [7]. 60

Nonetheless, some factors currently limit the adoption of game- 61

based stroke rehabilitation in real scenarios [8], [9], including 62

the following: 63

1) expensiveness, invasiveness, and nonportability into the 64

home setting; 65

2) impossibility of customizing the therapy for the specific 66

patient; 67

3) excessive complexity and therefore unsuitability to be 68

used by nontechnical therapists and lack of attractiveness 69

for the patients; 70

4) lack of automatic, adaptive methods in requesting prompt 71

intervention of therapists, in order to limit frustration and 72

abandonment and increase motivation and engagement. 73

1551-3203 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See hiip://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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This paper proposes, as main contribution, a poststroke tel-74

erehabilitation system based on serious games and in-cloud data75

analytics services. The system exhibits its novelty in the way that76

it provides an extensive set of features addressing all the above77

mentioned limitations and devised in accordance with some of78

the design principles, namely, modularity, service orientation,79

decentralization, virtualization, and real-time capability, identi-80

fied in [10] with reference to the Industry 4.0, and still valid for81

the health scenario here considered. In detail, the proposed sys-82

tem integrates a set of neuromotor and neurocognitive serious83

games, based on low-cost and uncumbersome sensing devices,84

able to adapt to different stroke-related functional impairments85

(modularity), in order to collect data and enhance the patient’s86

engagement. Moreover, it integrates decision support facilities,87

arranged as cloud services that can be delivered and reached88

anywhere, anyhow and at any time (service orientation), able89

to approximate medical expertise and human-like reasoning ca-90

pabilities, in order to remotely analyze the collected data and91

support therapists in refining patients’ daily exercises (decen-92

tralization). The whole system is able to operate in near real time93

(real-time capability), allowing for delivery of a patient-centric94

model of care, where therapists are not obliged to be physically95

present at the patient’s home, but they are automatically aided in96

providing personalized indications or feedbacks about patient’s97

therapy exercises in a virtualized manner (virtualization).98

II. RELATED WORK99

In this section, different rehabilitation systems and frame-100

works have been analyzed and compared to the proposed system101

according to a set of requirements, which were identified by the102

doctors and therapists involved in the pilot study as needed for103

use in real scenarios:104

1) customizable therapy;105

2) patient engagement;106

3) expensiveness, invasiveness and nonportability;107

4) reduced human supervision;108

5) automated exercise monitoring and analysis;109

6) extendibility of the serious game environment.110

For each requirement, the original contribution of the111

proposed system has been described by highlighting the112

main differences with the other approaches.113

The first requirement is the capability of offering a function-114

ality for the customizing of the therapy for specific patients115

and specific rehabilitation targets. While the works [11]–[13]116

completely support this requirement for therapy customization,117

others, namely [14]–[19], [19]–[24] offer only limited and par-118

tial mechanisms to tailor the exercises for individual patients. In119

this respect, the proposed system provides the therapists, with120

little to no programming skills, with a user-friendly interface121

that allows the definition of exercises tailored to the needs of122

specific patients.123

Second, the therapists emphasized the need to enhance the pa-124

tients’ engagement through gaming. In fact, scientific evidence125

suggests that when a patient focuses on the game rather than126

her/his impairment, the exercise becomes more enjoyable and127

is more likely to be maintained over the many sessions needed128

to induce a gain in motor functioning [25]. This aspect proves 129

to be almost totally supported in all the works examined. The 130

proposed system, in addition to enhancing the patient’s engage- 131

ment through gaming, further involves the patients by focusing 132

on rewarding cognitive exercises while simultaneously enhanc- 133

ing motor functions. This choice is justified by the fact that 134

studies in literature have shown that presenting the patient with 135

a motivating and distracting cognitive challenge can facilitate 136

the engagement with the serious game [26], by reducing the 137

possibility of any abandonment of the therapy due to depression 138

and frustration generated by the stroke trauma and the extended 139

period of recovery. 140

The need of space and cost minimization was also highlighted 141

and considered worthy of analysis. Some of the works are based 142

on uncumbersome and low cost devices that can be easily used 143

in home settings [22]–[24], whereas all the others require more 144

complex set-ups. In this respect, the proposed system is based 145

on low cost and on the shelf devices easily transportable and 146

installable into the home, providing an expedient and practical 147

mode of ongoing care. 148

Furthermore, the therapists requested the possibility for the 149

patient to perform the rehabilitation program independently, 150

so requiring a less direct involvement from the medical staff. 151

While the works [12], [13], [15]–[17], [20], [22], [24] respect 152

this requirement, others, namely, [11], [18], [21], offer only 153

a limited set of functionalities to minimize the involvement 154

of the therapist in patient’s daily rehabilitation. The proposed 155

solution offers to the patient the possibility of performing, on a 156

regular basis, rehabilitation programs independently and quietly 157

at home in a family context, without the need for the continuous 158

presence of therapists. Indeed, the amount of feedback given 159

by the system on the execution of the rehabilitation exercises 160

allows for less direct involvement from the therapists and a 161

greater awareness on the part of the patient. 162

Another important requirement highlighted by the therapists 163

is the capability of an automatic monitoring of the exercises as- 164

signed to the patients in order to, on the one hand, draw up and 165

complete a daily report about the state of the therapy and, on 166

the other, to automatically analyze and correlate the collected 167

results. In this respect, while some works [11], [12], [20] offer 168

both a monitoring and automatic analysis of patient progress 169

and performance, some others [13], [19], [21]–[23], instead, 170

provide only the monitoring functionality. The works [16], [17] 171

are mainly focused on the evaluation of patient performance 172

only. Compared to relevant literature, the proposed system is 173

able to automatically monitor the patient’s exercises, also pro- 174

viding the therapist with a complete and detailed daily report, so 175

improving knowledge on the patient’s rehabilitation progress. In 176

more detail, it is able to analyze and correlate the results of each 177

daily exercise session, quantitatively and qualitatively reason on 178

them by encoding medical expertise and, finally, notifying the 179

therapists about any encouraging or poor motor, cognitive or 180

psychological improvements obtained by the patients. Depend- 181

ing on these outcomes, it can suggest to the therapists some 182

adjustments to the daily therapy program for the patients in or- 183

der to avoid their frustration and abandonment, in the case of 184
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Fig. 1. High-level system architecture.

poor results, or to reinforce their engagement and awareness, in185

the case of encouraging improvements.186

Finally, a further requirement arises with respect to the need187

to support an easy extension of available serious games, in order188

to make the device itself a more appealing solution for therapists189

and patients. However, none of the considered works provides190

seamless integration mechanisms to access the suite of serious191

games on offer while, in the proposed solution, new serious192

games can be easily added to the suite if they are developed in193

a manner consistent with the interface proposed by the system.194

III. SMART TELEREHABILITATION SYSTEM195

A. System Architecture196

As shown in Fig. 1, the system is organized in different com-197

ponents. Due to real-time constraints, the components interact-198

ing with depth sensors, namely, the adaptive game handler,199

the motion tracker and the session handler, and all the serious200

games, are deployed locally. The other components, namely,201

the tailoring tool and the Decision support system (DSS), are202

available as web services hosted on a private cloud to be ac-203

cessed remotely by therapists and medical experts. The choice204

of a private cloud is due to the need of keeping a direct con-205

trol over where sensitive data resides and who can access them.206

Thus, all the data are safely memorized in storage repositories of207

the private cloud, enabling efficient retrieval, updates and quick208

transfers as and when required, in accordance with the proper209

authorization rights.210

Each serious game exposes a common interface, which in-211

cludes, as input, level of difficulty, pointing and selection features212

and, as output, total score and execution time.213

The adaptive game handler is in charge of decoupling the se-214

rious games from the motion tracker, which tracks the patient’s215

movements by using the Microsoft Kinect v2 sensor. It can map216

from one to three user movements to the serious game logic,217

by connecting the received tracking data to the serious game218

pointing and selection actions. Thanks to this component, new219

serious games can be easily connected to the system if they con-220

form to the common interface. All the session data produced by221

both the motion tracker and the serious games will be sent and222

handled by the session handler, which is in charge of storing 223

them into the session results repository. 224

The tailoring tool is the primary point of access for the ther- 225

apist, where she/he can specify the patient summary and the 226

rehabilitation goals. These latter are expressed as a list of ob- 227

jectives for each motor district, characterized by the anatomical 228

problem of interest (e.g., left shoulder abduction or right leg 229

flexion), the initial range of motion (ROM) the subject is able 230

to perform, and the target ROM the therapist desires to reach. 231

All this information is stored in the patient summaries and 232

treatments repository. Moreover, this component is used by the 233

therapist to visualize the daily report of the patient’s activities 234

and the suggestions for improvements in the customization of 235

the therapy. This information is automatically generated by the 236

DSS, by employing knowledge-based models contained in a lo- 237

cal store named the DSS model, and successively memorized in 238

the report and suggestions repository. 239

The tailoring tool and the DSS are developed and deployed 240

as three-tier Software as a Service web applications that make 241

use of Apache at the web server tier, Tomcat at the application 242

tier with MySQL as the database server. They are both wrapped 243

into a set of service components according to the web service 244

resource framework standards and deployed on a private Infras- 245

tructure as a Service cloud built by using OpenNebula. 246

Further details on the adaptive game handler and on the DSS 247

are provided in the following sections. 248

B. Adaptive Game Handler 249

The adaptive game handler accesses the patient treatment as 250

recorded by the therapist. Such an initial configuration should 251

contain, for each serious game included in the patient therapy, 252

the following information: 253

1) at least one but no more than two physical exercises to 254

perform (abductions, extensions, etc.) with the indication 255

of the involved motor district to track; 256

2) for each motor district, the ROM in which the patient 257

should exercise; 258

3) for each serious game, the selection technique (wait-to- 259

click, with an indication of the trigger time, or grabbing); 260

4) for each serious game, its level of difficulty. 261

By using such configuration data, the component can filter the 262

patient’s joint data provided by the motion tracker, computing 263

the angles only on those motor districts selected by the therapist. 264

Pointing can be performed by using either two items of input 265

data (e.g., (x, y)) or a single one (e.g., p, defining the position 266

of the pointer in a fixed path that covers all the game objects). 267

All the pointing data are normalized in [0, 1] by using the ROM 268

configuration set by the therapist. They are further smoothed 269

by means of a velocity-based filter [27]. Motion data outside 270

the active interval are pruned before being sent to the serious 271

game. However, they will be sent to the session handler to enable 272

further analyses. For the selection task, two different interaction 273

techniques can be used: wait-to-click, in which the patient has 274

to maintain the pointer over the selected object for an amount 275

of time, defined by the therapist, to confirm the selection; and 276

grabbing, which requires the patient to close her/his hand in a 277

fist to confirm the selection. The selection values are 0 or 1. 278
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Relevant data are sent to the session handler. Such data include279

the following:280

1) the maximum axis-angles performed by the patient in the281

assigned exercises;282

2) the minimum axis-angles performed by the patient in the283

assigned exercises;284

3) the game score;285

4) the execution time.286

C. Decision Support Service287

This service is in charge of automatically integrating, an-288

alyzing, and correlating, for each patient, the results of each289

daily exercise session with information pertaining her/his pro-290

file and treatment plan, reasoning on them by approximating291

medical expertise and human-like reasoning capabilities, and fi-292

nally, generating a complete and rich daily report, where motor293

improvements are highlighted and some possible adjustments294

to the daily patients’ treatment are suggested.295

From a more technical perspective, the DSS essentially relies296

on hybrid production rules built on the top of ontological and297

fuzzy primitives and on the inference engine proposed in [28]298

to reason on them in order to obtain transparent, qualitative and299

interpretable insights, and suggestions. Each rule is expressed300

in the form “if premises then decision option,” where a single301

condition corresponds to a datum collected during the patient’s302

exercise or extracted from her/his summary or treatment plan,303

whereas a decision option is an indication about hopeful or304

unsatisfactory treatment results or a suggestion about some pos-305

sible treatment adjustments.306

In detail, on the one hand, ontologies have been used to rep-307

resent both the information handled by the telerehabilitation308

system and the medical knowledge possessed by the profes-309

sionals involved in the rehabilitation process. This whole set310

of information and knowledge has been elicited and modeled,311

with the cooperation of engineers, doctors, and therapists, in312

terms of concepts, properties, and relationships by exploiting a313

shared vocabulary, so as to grant fundamental characteristics of314

being formal, semantically well-defined and interpretable. All315

this domain knowledge has been coded in the form <subject,316

predicate, object>, according to the N-triples syntax [29]. The317

main concepts of the ontology are shown in Fig. 2.318

Fuzzy logic, on the other hand, has been adopted to model319

qualitative knowledge in the form of fuzzy variables assuming,320

as values, linguistic terms, such as low, medium, and high. These321

linguistic terms have been elicited and modeled, also in this case322

with the cooperation of engineers, doctors, and therapists, in the323

form of smooth sets of values, with a membership degree de-324

fined in a continuous range of truthvalues between 0 and 1. Such325

a way, medical knowledge owned by doctors and therapists has326

been represented more realistically, since it abounds of graded327

and qualitative formulations in place of precise thresholds repre-328

senting oversimplifications of the reality. All the hybrid produc-329

tion rules have been encoded by using ontological concepts and330

properties to express quantitative information as well as fuzzy331

variables and linguistic terms to represent qualitative informa-332

tion. In particular, three different sets of hybrid production rules333

Fig. 2. Ontology model for describing the domain of interest.

have been arranged, which take into account data produced by 334

the single game, collected daily within a session or collected 335

during different consecutive sessions. 336

The first set of rules operates at game level in order to evalu- 337

ate the results achieved in performing a single game assigned to 338

the patient. Essentially, they allow identifying potential anoma- 339

lies pertaining the game execution and, also, suggesting to the 340

therapist changes in the game configuration for increasing the 341

effectiveness of the game itself. In detail, they combine some 342

precise information, i.e., the flags indicating the game has been 343

started or completed (Game.started and Game.completed), with 344

other vague ones, i.e., the motor gain (MotorGain), encoded 345

as fuzzy variables assuming linguistic terms as values, ranging 346

from very low to very high. Each of these linguistic terms has 347

been modeled with fuzzy sets assuming trapezoid shapes. An 348

as example of fuzzy variable, the motor gain (MotorGain), cal- 349

culated as fuzzified value of the ratio between the measured 350

ROMs (ROM.interactionROMx and ROM.interactionROMy), 351

and their expected target values given by the therapists (Mo- 352

torGoal.targetROMx and MotorGoal.targetROMy), is reported 353

in Fig. 3. 354

Similarly, also cognitive gains are calculated as fuzzified val- 355

ues of the ratios between the number of moves or the amount of 356

time employed to finish the game (Game.move and Game.time) 357

and the maximum number of moves and amount of time 358

given by the therapists to finish the game (GameConfiguration. 359
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Fig. 3. MotorGain fuzzy variable and its terms defined on the basis of
the ratio between the measured ROMs and their expected target values.

maxMoves and GameConfiguration.maxTime). A rule example360

operating at game level but on both precise and fuzzy informa-361

tion is the following:362

if363

p ∈ Patient AND364

mg ∈ MotorGoal AND p.goal = mg AND365

t ∈ Treatment AND p.treatment = t AND366

s ∈ Session AND t.session = s AND367

g ∈ Game AND s.game = g AND368

g.completed = true AND369

MotorGainisV eryLow370

then371

d ∈ DSSResult AND g.decision = d AND372

d.type = game AND373

d.severity = red AND374

d.description=“The motor gain in the <mg.exercise>375

on <mg.discrict> is very low” AND376

d.suggestion = “The target ROM should be reduced since377

the patient was not able to operate with effective results”378

The second set of rules integrates different results regarding379

the motor functioning produced by all the games performed380

during the day and produces a summary, by taking into account381

the number of indications generated by each game and their382

severities, with the final aim of reducing the number of false383

positives and avoiding useless suggestions. For instance, if in384

the context of a single session made of more games, the patient385

has not produced the satisfying results from a motor perspective386

only in one of them, it is probably not a worrying condition since,387

in the remaining ones, the results are good and the exercises and388

the districts involved are the same for all the games. Thus, it is389

useless to alert the therapist with an indication characterized by390

a high severity, but it could be decreased to a lower grade.391

Finally, the last set of rules integrates the summarized results392

regarding the motor functioning that are produced in consecutive393

sessions in order to determine if encouraging or poor improve-394

ments can be classified as occasional or relevant.395

Both domain knowledge and hybrid production rules have396

been memorized into the DSS model repository.397

IV. PILOT STUDY ON CLINICAL IMPACT398

The effectiveness of the proposed solution was assessed by399

testing it with patients who had suffered from unilateral ischemic400

or hemorrhagic stroke, and were in the chronic phase, that is,401

Fig. 4. Information flow within the pilot study.

at a distance of more than 6 months from the acute event. All 402

the patients were monitored over a time interval of 6 weeks. 403

The patients were divided into two groups: the first carried out 404

a traditional, in-hospital rehabilitation program with a profes- 405

sional therapist; the second used the telerehabilitation solution 406

at home, under the general supervision of a specialist. Both the 407

groups performed the same number of rehabilitation sessions. 408

Fig. 4 depicts the main actors, the activities, and the main 409

components of the system involved in the telerehabilitation pro- 410

cess, also showing the information flow. The patient’s level of 411

impairments is evaluated by a doctor who performs the clinical 412

assessment of the patient. As a result of such an assessment 413

a report is produced, including information useful to the reha- 414

bilitation professionals to evaluate the patient’s ability, needs, 415

preferences, and expectations. Next, the therapist uses the in- 416

formation contained in the clinical assessment report to tailor 417

the telerehabilitation treatment by means of the tailoring tool. In 418

more detail, given the motor deficiencies of the specific patient, 419

the therapist defines, for each motor district of interest, the ROM 420

in which the patient should exercise during the game sessions. 421

Contextually, she/he modulates the level of difficulty of the seri- 422

ous games in order to trigger the individual’s motivational force 423

toward the achievement of the intended outcome. 424

When the patient has started an exercise by playing a serious 425

game, her/his movements are collected by the motion-tracking 426

sensor and become the input for the adaptive game handler, 427

which maps them with the game input dimensions. For instance, 428

the patient’s right arm abduction in the game is mapped to the 429

vertical movements of the pointer, while the left arm abduction 430

to the horizontal ones. During the exercise, the session handler 431

stores all the measures regarding movements, game score, and 432
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Fig. 5. Three serious games designed for the pilot study.

Fig. 6. Upper and lower limb neuromotor exercises.

execution time. The collected data are then used by the DSS433

to populate the daily digest and to produce inferences on the434

patient’s rehabilitation process. Every day, the digests and the435

suggestions are given to the therapist, who can modify the tel-436

erehabilitation program for each specific patient. The modified437

program is then proposed to the patient in the next rehabilitation438

session.439

Three well-known serious games were designed and imple-440

mented by using the unity development platform (see Fig. 5),441

namely memory, multiple features targets cancellation, Hanoi442

towers. Although the motion tracking component is able to443

track all the upper and lower limb neuromotorial exercises,444

in the study only the upper limb movements were considered445

(see Fig. 6).446

A. Participants447

Twenty subjects were recruited for the final protocol ap-448

proved by the ethical committee. They received an informa-449

tive brochure, with the system and the protocol described by450

trained personnel. The subjects who agreed to participate in the451

study were further examined and randomly assigned to a group452

(the control or telerehabilitation group). Informed consents were453

read and signed. Of the 20 participants recruited, 16 continued454

until the end of the trial, while 4 of them, 2 from each group,455

dropped out for reasons not linked to the experimentation.456

The participants were enrolled through the ANON. The in-457

clusion and exclusion criteria were defined as follows.458

Inclusion criteria includes the following:459

1) age ≥ 18 years;460

2) diagnosis of unilateral ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke461

diagnosis, proven by computed tomography or magnetic462

resonance imaging;463

3) stroke in chronic phase: distance from acute event more464

than 6 months;465

4) score between 2 and 6 in the Chedoke McMaster-rating466

scale [30] for the corresponding upper limb section;467

5) running time of the Nine Hole Peg Test (NHPT) > 25/2;468

6) ability to move at least one peg in 180 s during NHPT.469

Exclusion criteria includes the following:470

1) cognitive impairment or behavioral dysfunction that does 471

not allow an understanding of the planned activities and 472

the participation in the trial; 473

2) presence of comorbidities that could affect the overall 474

functioning of the subject; 475

3) refusal to sign the informed consent. 476

B. Results and Interpretation 477

A set of experiments was conducted employing a mixed- 478

design analysis of variance in which the between-subject factor 479

was the group (control or telerehabilitation). The rehabilitation 480

performance was measured in terms of upper limb rehabili- 481

tation, upper extremity proximal motor control and dexterity, 482

sensorimotor impairment, and spasticity. Cognitive measures 483

(e.g., MMSE or MoCa) were not considered in the study since 484

the time interval was not adequate to highlight a cognitive gain. 485

The system makes use of cognitive serious games to perform 486

neuromotor rehabilitation because they can increase the user 487

engagement in the rehabilitation treatment, somewhat hiding 488

the repetitive nature of a motor rehabilitation treatment. In more 489

detail, the performance was measured, before and after the treat- 490

ment, by using four metrics: the modified ashworth scale (MAS), 491

considering the shoulders, elbows and wrists; the box and block 492

test scale (BBT), considering the plegic side only; the Fren- 493

chay arm test (FAT); and, Fugl–Meyer assessment (FMA) [31], 494

as modified by Lidmark and Harmin in[32]. In particular, the 495

FMA assessment has already been proven to be reliable for the 496

chronic stroke population [33], [34]. 497

Our hypothesis was that there would not be a significant 498

difference compared to the results obtained with a traditional 499

rehabilitation approach, mainly because the telerehabilitation 500

system is able to motivate the patient and provide feedback and 501

suggestions to the therapist through the decision support service. 502

In fact, by suggesting adjustments to the proposed therapy in 503

terms of the level of difficulty and ROM, the system actively 504

supports the therapist in tailoring the program to the specific 505

patient, counterbalancing the lack of direct control of the patient. 506

The results (see Figs. 7 and 8) indicate that the between- 507

groups variable of group (control versus telerehabilitation) was 508

not statistically significant in all the four considered scales. The 509

analysis revealed a significant effect of the factor rehabilitation 510

(before versus after) across the subjects on the FAT scale and 511

on the FMA scale in terms of joint pain, passive joint range of 512

motion and on motor function, both considering the upper ex- 513

tremities, wrists and hands, and coordination/speed. The analy- 514

sis did not reveal, instead, a significant effect of rehabilitation 515

on the MAS scale, on the BBT scale, and on the FMA scale 516

concerning sensation (light touch and proprioception). 517

In more detail, with reference to the MAS scale, the analysis 518

did not reveal a significant main effect of the between-groups 519

variable of group both on shoulders, elbows, and wrists. A two- 520

way interaction involving group and rehabilitation was not sig- 521

nificant either. These findings suggest that the rehabilitation 522

results achieved are not statistically dependent on the type of 523

treatment (traditional versus telerehabilitation). Similar results 524

were found for both the BBT scale and the FMA scale, consid- 525
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Fig. 7. Box plot graphs. (a) MAS scores. (b) BBT scores. (c) FAT scores.

Fig. 8. Box plot graphs of FMA scores. (a) Joint pain. (b) Passive joint range of motion. (c) Sensation. (d) Motor function.
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ering joint pain, passive joint ROM, sensation (light touch and526

proprioception), and motor function (upper extremities, wrists,527

hands, and coordination/speed). Specifically for the FAT scale,528

the analysis revealed a significant two-way interaction between529

rehabilitation and group (F1,14 = 5.727, p < .05). Observing530

the estimated marginal means, the FAT score shows a signifi-531

cant difference between the two groups, achieving a better per-532

formance with the traditional rehabilitation procedure.533

The small sample size (16 subjects) of this pilot study limits534

the generalizability of the findings. A larger pilot study is neces-535

sary to assess the efficacy of the proposed adaptive, DSS-based536

home intervention in improving motor function in poststroke537

patients. Nonetheless, the experimental results are promising.538

Telerehabilitation achieved similar results, compared to the tra-539

ditional intervention, in all the considered metrics. In the anal-540

ysis, when a significant effect of the rehabilitation was found,541

particularly in the FMA scale in terms of joint pain, passive542

joint ROM, and motor function, the analysis did not reveal any543

significant difference between the rehabilitation methods.544

When considering the FAT scale, the rehabilitation pro-545

duced a significant effect but with a difference between the546

two considered interventions. In more detail, considerable547

improvements were achieved in both the control and the548

telerehabilitation groups , but they were more relevant when the549

traditional methods were used. To explain this specific result, it550

should be mentioned that the control group was characterized551

by a lower distance from the acute event compared with the552

telerehabilitation group. Since the control group exhibited553

a higher impairment on all the indicators, a more relevant554

improvement was expected. This consideration can be extended555

to all the metrics considered in the pilot study: given the556

composition of the two groups, the expectation of improvement557

was generally higher for the control group.558

V. USER EXPERIENCE559

In order to evaluate the user experience, a questionnaire based560

on the technology acceptance model (TAM) [35], extended to561

explore also enjoyment [36], aesthetics [37], control [38], and562

trust [39], was used. The TAM+ questionnaire so consisted of563

34 items, which were divided into 8 domains: enjoyment, aes-564

thetics, control, trust in technology, perceived usefulness, ease565

of use, intention to use, attitude. Cronbach’s alpha index was566

used to assess the reliability of the psychometric measurement567

scales [40], calculated for each domain, a score ≥ 0.70 indicat-568

ing reliability.569

As a first step, the reliability of the measurement scale was570

investigated using the Cronbach’s alpha. The results are sum-571

marized in Table I and show the reliability of each domain.572

The TAM+ results (see Fig. 9) are clearly shifted toward573

the positive side (above the line indicating a neutral score).574

Six items out of eight showed a mean score of 6 or more (the575

highest item was the one concerning a positive attitude toward576

the system, including the willingness to use it or recommend it577

to others). The pattern of scores among different items is quite578

homogeneous, and also the low variability supports a generally579

positive attitude of the participants, which can be classified as580

definitely positive.581

TABLE I
CRONBACH’S ALPHA OF THE CONSIDERED DOMAINS

Fig. 9. User experience scores.

The item that scored a lower impact with the users was 582

Control, although still above the neutral line. The analysis of 583

variance showed a statistically significant difference between 584

control and all the other domains (F7,49 = 10.078, p < .002), 585

revealing that, with respect to the other features of the system, 586

the participants had the perception of not completely managing 587

the flow of the exercises and the use of the interface. This was 588

probably due to the lack of any possibility to skip or repeat 589

specific exercises, and to the requirement to finish the entire 590

rehabilitation program established. Furthermore, the analysis 591

showed a difference between trust in technology and attitude 592

(p < .03, Bonferroni corrected). This finding highlights the im- 593

portance of such a telerehabilitation technology, but, at the same 594

time, this attitude is counterbalanced by a lesser confidence in 595

privacy and security issues. 596

VI. CONCLUSION 597

This paper presented a novel solution for the telerehabilitation 598

of poststroke patients. It uses serious games, motion-tracking 599

technology, and a knowledge-based decision support service to 600

provide patients, on the one hand, with an entertaining environ- 601

ment for treatment, on the other, with a complete solution for 602

the tailoring of the rehabilitation exercises to meet the needs of 603

the specific patients. 604

The innovation potential of the proposed solution can be de- 605

scribed at different levels, which are as follows: 606

1) at the technological level: the novelty of the integration 607

of a low cost motion sensor combined with customiz- 608

able serious games, totally decoupled from the system, 609

and with a decision support service, in the rehabilitation 610

sector; 611
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2) at the rehabilitation therapy level: a more effective, moti-612

vating, rewarding, and monitored therapy that is tailored613

to patients, together with a decision support service for614

therapists to personalize the rehabilitation exercises in615

accordance with the response of the patient;616

3) at the socio-economic level: a better quality of life for617

impaired patients and their families, and a decrease in618

the social costs of rehabilitation practices; and a better619

exploitation of the skills and time of the therapists, who620

are automatically supported in the patient monitoring,621

thus, implying an increased number of patients that they622

are able to assist remotely.623

The results of a pilot study on the clinical impact are promis-624

ing. The telerehabilitation achieved similar results when com-625

pared to the traditional intervention, by considering four metrics626

widely used within the rehabilitation community. Moreover, a627

user study carried out with the patients enrolled in the pilot study628

showed a general acceptance of the proposed technology.629

From a clinical perspective, our future work will focus on car-630

rying out a larger pilot study, in which first, both cognitive and631

motor progress can be monitored over a longer time interval;632

second, the adjustments to the original plan made by a therapist633

can be compared and assessed with respect to those suggested by634

the decision support service; and lastly, the motivation and en-635

gagement of the patients using the system can be estimated and636

compared with those achieved by adopting traditional methods.637

Moreover, from an IT perspective, the migration of the proposed638

solution toward a hybrid cloud model will be evaluated in or-639

der to have the security and access of onpremises data centers640

and, contextually, benefit from the flexibility, reduced costs, and641

scalability of public clouds.642
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